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ABOUT BLUEPORT
We’re passionate about doing things right. Our team of innovators continue to design and deliver technology
solutions for the world’s most recognized operators. We understand how to turbo-charge resources to delight
users while empowering employees to work efficiently.

We Exist So You Can Excel.
Blueport has assembled an elite team of skilled
technicians, network installers, field engineers and
more. Our mission is for you to Love Your Network
and we go the extra mile to prove it.

Every Device has a Pulse
A fast and reliable infrastructure is mission-critical. So we monitor everything from your access points to your
pipe, from your switches to your servers. Always cool under pressure, our technicians use advanced software
tools to constantly monitor every piece of hardware in the field. We typically know long before trouble arises
and proactively address issues before they impact your business.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
YOU NEED FROM
ONE PARTNER.
Hands-On and By Your Side

Network infrastructures are no longer simple cables that connect
equipment and transport data. Beyond LANs and WANs, today’s
network is an intelligent, converged platform that drives data, mobility,
voice, and video; a network of networks that touches every aspect of
your business and that can make or break the experience.

Technology Planning & Design

Ongoing Strategy & Optimization

Project Management & Implementation

Proactive Monitoring & Support

Turnkey Technology
Blueport’s highly trained engineers and project managers implement your vision using the latest scalable
technologies. We’re engaged from the early planning stages with owners and architects through project
completion and on-going support. Along the way, we reinforce operation agility to respond to the
unexpected. We’re certain that you’ll appreciate our transparency and relentless pursuit of your success.
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My first encounter with Blueport was in 2005 when first working for Colwen Hotels. Blueport was brought
in as a wildcard to address a hotel’s ongoing network issue that no one else could seem to fix. Dave and his
team truly earned my respect when they promptly resolved the issue that had others stumped for many
months. From that point forward, I knew I had a business partner I could depend on for my cabling and
network needs.
As a management company operating over 80 multiple hotels, employing a fast and reliable infrastructure
is critical for guest satisfaction – especially with the increased number of devices accessing the network.
Blueport is a natural fit for our technology needs and their highly knowledgeable technicians are always
willing to assist, even when an issue pertains to another vendor. Their advice, expertise, and ability to
communicate in layman’s terms is priceless.
I admire Blueport’s passion and enthusiasm for the hospitality industry which is evident in the way they
treat their clients and their employees. They consistently deliver on time and on budget while providing
workmanship of the highest quality. Without a doubt, I highly recommend Blueport as a technology partner.”

Jean Smith
Chief Operating Officer
Colwen Hotels
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